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Abstract 
This paper presents several techniques for  adding 
fault-tolerance t o  distributed memory parallel com- 
puters. More formally, given a target graph with n 
nodes, we create a fault-tolerant graph with n + k 
nodes such that given any set of k or fewer faulty 
nodes, the remaining graph is guaranteed to  contain 
the target graph as a fault-free subgraph. As  a result, 
any algorithm designed for the target graph will run 
with no slowdown in the presence of k or fewer node 
faults, regardless of their distribution. We present 
fault-tolerant graphs for target graphs which are 2- 
dimensional meshes, tori, eight-connected meshes and 
hexagon.al meshes. In all cases our fault-tolerant 
graphs have smaller degree than any previously known 
graphs with the same properties. 
1 Introduction 
The advent of microprocessor technology and large 
scale integration at affordable costs have allowed the 
design and fabrication of parallel machines hosting a 
large number of processors. As the number of the com- 
ponents in an architecture becomes larger it is essen- 
tial to consider the issue of computing in the presence 
of faults. 
A large amount of research has been devoted to cre- 
ating fault-tolerant parallel architectures. The tech- 
niques used in this research can be divided into two 
main classes. The first class consists of techniques 
which do not add redundancy to the desired architec- 
ture. Instead, these techniques attempt to mask the 
effects of faults by using the healthy part of the archi- 
tecture to simulate the entire machine. The hope with 
this approach is to obtain the same functionality with 
a reasonable slowdown factor. This approach is taken, 
for example, by [1,6,11,13]. While this approach yields 
interesting theoretical results, even a constant factor 
slowdown in performance can be very significant in 
practice. Furthermore, this approach requires that 
some healthy processors simulate several processors. 
As a result, each simulated processor can have only a 
fraction of the memory present in a healthy processor. 
The second class consists of techniques which do 
add redundancy to the desired architecture. These 
techniques attempt to isolate the faults, usually by 
disabling certain links or disallowing certain switch 
settings, while maintaining the complete desired ar- 
chitecture. Examples of such techniques are given in 
[2,3,8,9,12,14,15,16,17,18,19,21,23,24]. Many of these 
techniques require either a fault-free switching mech- 
anism [3,14,15,18,19,21,23] or a non-minimal number 
of spare processors [2,3,14,15,21,23]. In contrast, all 
of the results presented in this paper require neither a 
switching mechanism nor more spare processors than 
can be faulty. Furthermore, we assume a worst case 
distribution of faults, while many of the above a p  
proaches do not work in a worst case scenario. 
In 
this model a distributed memory parallel computer is 
viewed as being a graph in which the nodes represent 
the processors and the edges represent the communi- 
cation links. A target graph with n nodes is first se- 
lected. Then a fault-tolerant graph with n + k nodes 
is defined with the property that given any set of k 
or fewer faulty nodes, the remaining graph is guaran- 
teed to contain the target graph as a subgraph. This 
approach guarantees that any algorithm designed for 
the target graph will run with no slowdown in the pres  
ence of k or fewer node faults, regardless of their dis- 
tribution. Note that in our approach the spare nodes 
are fully utilized. Hence, minimizing the cost in this 
model amounts to constructing a fault-tolerant graph 
with a small degree. Although our results are stated 
for node faults, it should be noted that they can also 
be used to tolerate edge faults by viewing a node in- 
cident with each faulty edge as being faulty. 
This graph model of fault-tolerance has been used 
by several other researchers. Hayes [12] has used this 
model with target graphs of cycles, linear arrays and 
trees. The work by Wong and Wong [24] and Paoli, 
Wong and Wong [17] relates to cycles. The more re- 
Our approach is based on a graph model. 
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cent work by Dutt and Hayes uses trees [8] and hy- 
percubes [9] as target graphs. Rosenberg [20] proves 
lower bounds on the VLSI area requirements of fault- 
tolerant graphs which tolerate a constant fraction of 
the processors being faulty and use a minimum num- 
ber of spare processors. It should be noted that the 
constructions presented here tolerate k faults for any 
value of k, and do not assume that a constant fraction 
of the processors are faulty. 
The main contribution of this paper is the cre- 
ation of efficient fault-tolerant graphs for several im- 
portant target graphs. Specifically, we give 4 different 
constructions for creating fault-tolerant 2-dimensional 
meshes, as well as constructions for creating fault- 
tolerant tori, eight-connected meshes and hexagonal 
meshes. In all cases our fault-tolerant graphs have 
smaller degree than any previously known graphs with 
the same properties. In particular, one of the con- 
structions for fault-tolerant 2-dimensional meshes can 
tolerate k faults and has degree 2k+4. We also present 
constructions in which the degree increases by only one 
per additional fault toleranted, and we present lower 
bounds for certain types of constructions. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion 2 defines a class of graphs known as “circu- 
lant graphs” and reviews some of their properties. 
Section 3 presents constructions for fault-tolerant 2- 
dimensional meshes. Fault-tolerant graphs for tori, 
eight-connected meshes and hexagonal meshes are 
given in Section 4. Due to space limitations, some 
of the proofs which appear in the full version of the 
paper [5] have been omitted here. The following defi- 
nitions will be used throughout this paper. 
Definition: Let k be a nonnegative integer and 
let G = (V,E) be a graph. We say that the graph 
GI = (VI, E’) is (1, G)-tolerant if the subgraph of G’ 
induced by any set of [VI - k nodes contains G as a 
subgraph. We note here that throughout this paper 
the number of spare nodes is minimal, namely (V‘( = 
JVI +k. 
Definition: Given two graphs GI and Gz, a func- 
tion 4 which maps the vertices of GI to the vertices 
of Gf is called an embedding of GI into GZ if for any 
pair of distinct nodes i and j in GI, 4(i) # 4( j ) ,  and 
for any edge ( a , $  in GI, (d(i),4(j)) is an edge in G2. 
Definition: For any positive integer n ,  the set 
{0 ,1 , .  . . , n - 1) will be denoted [n]. 
2 Circulant Graphs 
This section discusses a class of graphs known as 
“circulant graphs” [lo]. 
Definition: Let n be a positive integer and let S 
be a set of integers in the range 1 through n - 1. The 
n-node circulant graph with connection set SI denoted 
Cn,s, consists of n nodes. Each node in Cn,s has a 
unique label in the range 0 through n - 1. Each node 
i is connected to all nodes of the form (i f s) mod n 
where s E S. 
Definition: Let n be a positive integer and let S 
be a set of integers in the range 1 through n - 1. The 
closure of S b y  n, denoted c lose(S ,n) ,  is the set 
T = { t  I t E S or ( n  - t )  E S } .  
Note that the degree of Cn,s is IcZose(S,n)l. Also, 
note that IS( 5 (close(S, n ) (  5 2)SI. 
Definition: Let S be a set of integers and let k 
be a nonnegative integer. The ezpansion of S b y  k,  
denoted expand(S,  I C ) ,  is the set T where 
T = u { s , s  + l , . .  .s + k}. 
* € S  
Note that l e x p n d ( S ,  k)( 5 ( k  + 1)lSl. 
of a result proven by Dutt and Hayes [9]. 
Theorem 2.1 Let n be a positive integer, let S be a 
set of integers in the range 1 through n  - 1, let k be 
a nonnegative integer, and let T = expand(S, k ) .  The 
circulant graph Cn+k,T is (k, C,,S)-tolerant. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence 
The idea behind Theorem 2.1 is that given any set 
of k faulty nodes in Cn+k ,T ,  we can embed the target 
graph Cn,s into the healthy nodes of the fault-tolerant 
graph Cn+k,T by mapping each node i in the target 
graph to the i-th healthy node in the fault-tolerant 
graph. It is clear that any pair of nodes that are x 
apart in the target graph are mapped to nodes in the 
fault-tolerant graph that are at least x apart and at 
most z + k apart (because there are between 0 and k 
faulty nodes between them). Consider any edge which 
connects nodes that are z apart in the target graph, 
where x E S. This edge will be mapped to  nodes 
which are x‘ apart in the fault-tolerant graph, where 
x’ E T ,  so it will be mapped to an edge in the fault- 
tolerant graph. All of our fault-tolerant constructions 
will make use of Theorem 2.1. 
3 2-Dimensional Meshes 
In this section we will consider the creation of 
graphs which can sustain node faults and still be guar- 
anteed to contain a nonfaulty 2-dimensional mesh. 
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Definition: Let r and c be positive integers. The 
r x c 2-dimensional mesh, denoted M,,,, consists of 
rc  nodes. Each node in M r , ,  has a unique label of the 
form ( i , j )  where 0 5 i < r and 0 5 j < c .  Each node 
( 2 ,  j) is connected to  the 4 other nodes (i f 1, j )  and 
(2, j f 1 ) , provided they exist. 
We will use Theorem 2.1 to obtain four different 
constructions for fault-tolerant 2-dimensional meshes. 
Each construction first defines a circulant graph which 
is a supergraph of the desired 2-dimensional mesh. 
Then Theorem 2.1 is used to add fault-tolerance to 
the supergraph. It is interesting to note that circulant 
graphs which contain 2-dimensional meshes as sub- 
graphs have been studied in a context unrelated to 
fault-tolerance [4]. 
Throughout this section, let r and c be positive 
integers and let k be a nonnegative integer. Addi- 
tional constraints on these parameters will he added 
as needed. 
3.1 Mesh Construction 1 
The first fault-tolerant mesh construction is based 
on the fact that, when the nodes in M,,, are labeled 
in row-major order, the labels of adjacent nodes differ 
by either 1 or c (se,e Figure la) .  
Lemma 3.1 Let S = { l , c } .  The mesh M,,c is a sub- 
graph of the circulant graph C,,,s. 
Proof: Let d(i,j)  = ic + j. It is straightforward to 
verify that I$ defines an embedding of M,,,  into C,,,S. 
0 
Theorem 3.2 Let S = { l , c }  and let T = 
expand($ k ) .  The circulant graph CTc+k,~ is 
(k, MTlc)-tolerant and has degree at most 4k + 4. 
Proof: From Theorem 2.1, the graph C+c+k,T is 
(k, C,,,S)-tolerant. From Lemma 3.1, the graph M,,, 
is a subgraph of Crc,s. As a result, the graph 
C,,+~,T is (k, M,,,)-tolerant. Because IS1 5 2 and 
T = ezpand(S,k), IT( 5 2k + 2 and the degree of 
C+c+k,T is at most 4k + 4. CI 
3.2 Mesh Construction 2 
While Construction 1 is a very natural application 
of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.1 can also be used to ob- 
tain more efficient constructions. In this subsection we 
will present a construction for obtaining a graph which 
tolerates k faults, but which has degree only 2k + 4. 
This construction is based on an ordering of the nodes 
in the mesh which we call the antidiagonal-major order 
(see Figure lb). The advantage of antidiagonal-major 
order is that it leads to a circulant graph that has a 
connection set consisting of 2 consecutive integers. As 
a result, fault-tolerance can be added to the circulant 
graph in an efficient manner. 
Lemma 3.3 Let S = { c ,  c + 1). The mesh M?,, is a 
subgraph of the circulant graph Crc,s.  
Proof: Let +(z, j )  = ( ( i + j )  mod r ) c + j .  It is straight- 
forward to verify that 4 defines an embedding of M7,= 
into CTc,s. 0 
Theorem 3.4 Let S = { c , c  + 1 )  and let T = 
expand( S, 6). The circulant graph C+c+k,T as 
( k ,  M,,,)-tolerant and has degree at most 2k + 4. 
Proof: From Theorem 2 .1 ,  the graph C+c+k,T is 
(k, C,,,s)-tolerant. From Lemma 3.3, the graph Mr,c 
is a subgraph of C,,,s. As a result, the graph C,,+k,T 
is (k,M,,,)-tolerant. Because T =  { c , c + l ,  ..., c + k +  
1 1 ,  (TI <_ k + 2 and the degree of &+k,T is at most 
2k + 4. 0 
3.3 Mesh Construction 3 
The fault-tolerant meshes produced by Construc- 
tion 2 require 2 additional edges per node for each 
additional fault which is tolerated. In this subsection 
we will give a construction that requires only 1 addi- 
tional edge per node for each additional fault which is 
tolerated. However, this reduced rate of growth in the 
degree requires a larger initial degree. 
The construction is based on an ordering of the 
nodes in the mesh which we call the interleaved 
antidiagonal-major order (see Figure lc). The inter- 
leaved antidiagonal-major order assigns the numbers 
0 through T C  - 1 to the nodes in Node (0,O) 
(the upper left corner) is assigned the value 0, and 
successive values are assigned to the nodes in every 
other antidiagonal. Then node ( 1 , O )  (the node im- 
mediately below the upper left corner) is assigned the 
value [rc/21,  and successive values are assigned to the 
nodes in the remaining antidiagonals. The advantage 
of interleaved antidiagonal-major order is that it leads 
to a circulant graph with T C  nodes that has a connec- 
tion set which is clustered about the value rc /2  (see 
Figure Id). The proofs of the following lemma and 
theorem have been omitted. 
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Lemma 3.5 Let T and c be integers greater than 2, 
S be the set of integers in the range a through b. The 
mesh M+,c is a subgraph of the circulant graph C,,,s. 
Theorem 3.6 Let T and c be integers greater than 2, 
be the set of integers in the range U through b, let k be 
a nonnegative integer, and Zet T = ezpand(S, k). The 
circulant graph CTc+k,= is (k, M,,,)-tolerant and has 
degree at most k + T + 1 when T is odd and c is even, 
and at most k + T otherwise. 
k t  U = [TC/21 - [T/21, k t  b = [TC/21 + LT/2], and let 
k t  U = [ T C / 2 1  - [T/2], k t  b = rTC/21 + [T/21, k t  s 
Theorem 3.6 is based on Lemma 3.5 which showed 
that the mesh is a subgraph of a circulant graph 
with T C  nodes and a connection set which has values 
that are all near r c / 2 .  Specifically, when T is odd and 
c is even all of the values in the connection set are 
within (T + 1)/2 of T C / ~ ,  and in all other cases all of 
the values in the connection set are within r / 2  of T C / ~ .  
If Lemma 3.5 could be improved by finding a circulant 
graph with a connection set that is more tightly clus- 
tered around T C / ~ ,  the degree of the construction in 
Theorem 3.6 could be reduced. However, a s  we will see 
in Theorem 3.7, no such improvement in Lemma 3.5 
is possible. The proof of Theorem 3.7 is omitted. 
Theorem 3.7 Lei! T and c be integers where 4 5 T 5 c 
and let CTc,s be a circulant graph which contains the 
mesh M,,c as a subgraph. There exists an s E S such 
that 1s - (rc/2)1 2 ( T  + 1)/2 i f r  is odd and c is even, 
and such that 1s - ( r c / 2 ) (  2 r /2  otherwise. 
3.4 Mesh Construction 4 
In this subsection we will present constructions of 
(k, M,,,)-tolerant graphs which combine the advan- 
tages of Constructions 2 and 3. More precisely, the 
degree of the constructions given here increases at the 
rate of 2 per fault up to some number of faults, at 
which point i.t increases at the rate of 1 per fault. The 
cut-off point at which the rate of growth in the degree 
slows depends on a value called the gap, which will be 
defined later. 
Lemma 3.8 The following properties hold. (i) If T is 
odd then T and (T - 1)/2 are relatively prime. (ii) If 
T mod 4 = 0 then T and ( r /2 )  - 1 are relatively prdnze. 
(i) Ifr mod 4 = 2 then T and (r/2) - 2 are relatively 
prime. 
prime. To prove (ii), let T = 4z where z is an integer. 
Thus gcd(T, ( T / 2 )  - 1) = gcd(4z12Z - 1) = g c d ( 2 , 2 ~  -
1) = 1. To prove (iii), let T = 4z + 2 where E is an 
integer. Thus, gcd(r,(r/2)-2) = g c d ( 4 ~ + 2 , 2 ~ - 1 )  = 
gcd(4,2z - 1) = 1. 0 
Figures 2a to 2c show examples of the mapping 4 
for Lemmas 3.9 through 3.11, respectively. 
Lemma 3.9 Let T be odd and let S = { ( T  - l)c/2, ( T -  
l )c /2+ 1). The mesh M+,c is a subgraph of the circu- 
lant graph CTC,s. 
Proof: Let f ( i )  = ( Z ( T -  1)/2) mod T and let 4(i,j) = 
f ( i  + j ) c  + j. We will first show that #J maps distinct 
nodes to distinct values. From Lemma 3.8, T and (r - 
1)/2 are relatively prime, so for any integers z and z’, 
if f (z)  = f ( z ’ )  it follows that z mod T = E’ mod T. 
Let (i, j )  and (2, j ’ )  be any nodes in M,,c. Note that 
f ( i  + j ) c  and f ( i ’  + j’)c are multiples of c, and that 
j E [c] and j ’  E [c]. Therefore, if 4 ( i , j )  = 4(if,j‘)l 
it follows that j = j‘, which implies that f ( a  + i) = 
f ( i ’  + j ‘ ) ,  so i mod T = i‘ mod T and i = 6’. 
We will now show that 4 maps edges in MT,e to 
edges in CTC,s. We will show this by proving that 
for any integers 6 and j ,  (i) I4(i + 1,i) - 4(i,i)l E 
close(S, T C ) ,  and (ii) I$(i, j+l)-4(i,j)] E cZose(S, TC). 
Let s = (T - l)c/2 and let s’ = (T + l)c/2, and note 
that close(S, TC) = {s, s+ 1,s’ - 1, s‘}. Also, note that 
for any integer z, f (  E + 1) - f (  z) equals either (T - 1)/2 
or - ( ~ + 1 ) / 2 .  Therefore, ~q5(Z+l , j ) - -~(*,~)~ = If(*+ 
j + 1) - f(i + j ) l c  which equals either s or s’, and 
property (i) holds. Let 4(il j) = y. Clearly, d ( i , j  + 
1) = q5(i + 1,j) + 1, which equals either y + s + 1 or 
y - s’ + 1, so property (ii) holds as well. As a result, 
4 is an embedding of Mt,c into CTE,s. 0 
Lemma 3.10 Let T mod 4 = 0 and let s = {(T/2 - 
l)c, ( r /2  - 1). + 1). The mesh MT,c as a subgraph of 
the circulant graph crc,s. 
Proof: Let f(i) = ((r/2-1)2) mod T and let d ( 6 , j )  = 
f ( 4  + j )c  + j .  The proof is analogous to that of 
Lemma 3.9 and will not be repeated here. 0 
Lemma 3.11 Let T mod 4 = 2 and let s = { ( T / 2  - 
2)c, ( r /2  - 2). + 1). The mesh MT,c is a subgraph of 
the circulant graph cTc,s. 
Proof: w e  first prove (i). Let T = 2x + 1 where 
z is an integer. Thus gcd(r, (T - 1)/2) = gcd(2z + 
1, Z) = gcd(1, E)  = 1, so T and (T - 1)/2 are relatively 
Proof: Let f(i) = ((r/2-2)i) mod T and let 4 ( i , j )  = 
f(i + j ) c  + j .  The proof is analogous to that of 
Lemma 3.9 and will not be repeated here. 0 
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Definition: Let n, s and x be integers where 0 5 
s < ln/2J and 0 5 E 5 s, and let S = {s - 2, s - iz + 
1 , .  . . , s } .  Then gap(S, n )  = n - 1 - 2s. 
Intuitively, g a p ( S , n )  is the length of the “gap” 
between the two consecutive groups of offsets in 
close(S, n).  For instance, if S = { 5 , 6 } ,  cZose(S, 16) = 
{5,6,10,11} and gap(S, 16) = 3. 
Lemma 3.12 Let n, s and x be integers where 0 5 
s < Ln/2] and 0 5 x 5 s ,  let S = {s - 2,s - 2 + 
1 , .  e l  8 )  and let T = expund(S, k ) .  The circulant 
gTaph Cn+k,T has degree at most 
d =  { 2k + 2)SJ, if k I P P ( S ,  n), 
k + 21S( + gap(S,  n) ,  if k > gap(S, n ) .  
Proof: The fact that d 5 2k + 2)SI follows imme- 
diately from the definitions of expansion and closure. 
Now consider the case where k > gap(S,  n) .  Note that 
T = {s - 2, s - x + l , . . . ,  s + k} so we will compare 
the values of s + k and n + k - ( s  + k )  = n - s to see 
if there is a gap between the two groups of offsets in 
c lose (T ,n+k) .  Note that ( n - 3 ) - ( s + k )  = n--28+k, 
which is less than n - 2s - (n - 1 - 2s) = 1 because 
k > gap(S, n) = n - 1 - 2s.  Therefore, there is no gap 
between the two groups of offsets in close(T, n+ k ) ,  so 
close(T, n+ k )  = { s  - x ,  s - z + 1 ,  ... , n + k - (s - z)} 
and Iclose(T, n + k ) J  = n + IC - (s - z) - (s - z - 1) = 
n + k - 2s + 22 + 1. Since k + 21SI + g a p ( S , n )  = 
k + 2(x + 1 )  + n - 1 - 29, we have Jclose(T, n + k)l = 
k + 21SI + gap(S, n). 0 
Theorem 3.13 Let 
{ q k ,  q k  + I } ,  
{(i - l )c , ($  - l ) c +  I } ,  
af T as odd, 
i f  T mod 4 = 0, { ((5 - 2 ) c 1 ( 5  - 2)c+ l}, Z ~ T  mod4 = 2, s=  
and let T = expund(S, k). Then the circulant graph 
C r c + k , ~  4s (A, M,,,)-tolerant and has degree at most 
d ( k ,  T ,  c )  = 
2k + 4, T is odd and k 5 c - 3, 
c + k + l ,  T i s o d d a n d k > c - 3 ,  
2k + 4,  T mod 4 = 0 and k 5 2c - 3, 
2c+ k + 1, T mod 4 = 0 and k > 2c-  3, 
2k + 4, T mod 4 = 2 and k 5 4c - 3 ,  
. 4 c + k + 1 ,  ~ m o d 4 = 2  a n d k > 4 c - 3 .  
Proof: From Theorem 2.1, the graph C+c+k,T is 
( k ,  C,,,s)-tolerant. From Lemmas 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, 
the graph Mr,c is a subgraph of Crc,s. Thus, the 
graph Clc+k,T is ( k ,  M,,,)-tolerant. The degree fol- 
lows directly from Lemma 3.12 and the fact that 
gap(S,  T C )  = c - 3 if T is odd, 2c - 3 if T mod 4 = 0, 
and 4 c -  3 if T mod4  = 2. 0 
Note that if the numbers 0 , 1 ,  - -, TC - 1 are as- 
signed to meshes in the diagonal manner instead of 
the antidiagonal manner, then the new gap(S,Tc) is 
greater than the original gap(S, T C )  by two. It should 
be noted that Theorem 3.13 also applies to meshes of 
the same shape with additional vertical wraparound 
connections. For instance, Lemma 3.9 actually shows 
that the mesh Mr,c with vertical wraparound connec- 
tions is a subgraph of the circulant graph CTc,s for the 
case that T is odd. 
4 Other Graphs 
In this section we will present fault-tolerant graphs 
for target graphs which are tori, 8-connected meshes 
and hexagonal meshes. 
4.1 Torus Construction 
An T by c torus, denoted MEc, is an T by c mesh 
MT,c to  which connections have been 
added which connect the first and last nodes in each 
row and the top and bottom nodes in each column. In 
this subsection, we will show that given any T x c torus 
M:c, we can construct a ( k ,  MTc)-tolerant graph with 
rc  + k nodes and degree at  most 
2k + 4, 
2k + 6, 
4k + 6, 
if T and c are relatively prime, 
if a t  least one of T and c is odd, 
if both T and c are even. 
4.1.1 
The construction of a fault-tolerant torus M& for 
which T and c are relatively prime is based on the 
wraparound diagonal-major order (see Figure 38). 
Lemma 4.1 Let T and c be Telatively prime, let x be 
the integer satisfying xc mod T = 1 and 1 5 x < T ,  
and let S = { x c -  1, x c } .  The torus MTc is a svbgmph 
of the circulant graph Cre,s.  
Proof: Let f ( i )  = zi mod T and let +(i,j) = f ( i  - 
j ) c  + j .  The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.9 
and will not be repeated here. 0 
Case 1: r and c are relatively prime 
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Theorem 4.2 Let T and c be relatively prime, let x 
be the integer satisfying xc  mod T = 1 and 1 5 x < r ,  
let s = { x c  - 1, xc} ,  and let T = expand(S,  k ) .  The 
Lemma 4.5 Let T and c be odd integers with T 5 c 
and let S = (2c  - 1,2c, 2c + 1) .  The torus M:c is a 
subgraph of the circulant graph CTc,s. 
C i T C U h t  graph CTc+k,T is ( k ,  M&)-tolerant and has 
degree at most 2k + 4. Proof: The zigzag ordering is applied to the ( T +  1 ) / 2  
leftmost columns if T mod 4 = 3, and, to the ( T  - 1) /2  
Proof: Follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.3. 0 leftmost columns if T mod 4 = 1. The wraparound 
diagonal ordering is applied to the rest of columns on 
Note that gup(S, T C )  = ( T  - 2x)c - 1 if x < r / 2 ,  and 
(22  - T ) C -  3 otherwise. It is possible to reduce the gap 
by two for the former case by doing an antidiagonal 
traversal instead of a diagonal traversal. As before, 
for k 2 gup(S, T C )  the additional edge per node is one 
for each additional fault (i.e., for each increment in I C ) .  
4.1.2 Case 2: T is odd and c is even 
The construction of fault-tolerant torus M$ for which 
T is odd and c is even is based on the interleaved zigzag- 
major order (see Figure 3b). 
Lemma 4.3 Let T be odd, let c b'e even, and let S = 
{ ( T  - l ) c / 2  - 1,  ( T  - l ) c / 2 ,  ( T  - l ) c / 2  + 1 ) .  The torus 
M& is a subgraph of the circulant graph Ctc,s .  
Proof: Let #(z,j) = [ ( [ z - ( j  mod 2 ) ] v )  mod T ] c + ~ .  
The proof is analogous to  that of Lemma 3.9 and will 
not be repeated here. 0 
the right. 
Formally, let f l ( i )  = Z ( T  - 2 )  mod T ,  let fa(i) = 
22 mod T and let 4(il j) equal f l ( i  - (j mod 2) )c  + j 
if T mod 4 = 3 and j < y, fl(i - j + y ) c  + j if 
T mod 4 = 3 and j 2 I.f+, f 2 ( i  - (j mod 2))c  + j if 
T mod 4 = 1 and j < $, or f 2 ( i  - j + +)c + j if 
T mod 4 = 1 and j 2 y .  It is straightforward to 
verify that 4 defines an embedding of M:: into CTc,s. 
0 
Theorem 4.6 Let T and c be odd and T 5 c,  let S = 
{2c - 1,2c,  2c + l } ,  and let T = expand(S,  k ) .  The 
circulant graph CTc+k,T is ( k ,  Mzc)-tolerant and has 
degree at most 2k + 6 .  
Proof: The fault-tolerance of Crc+k,T follows from 
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.5. Since T = ( 2 c  - 
1 , 2 c I . . . , 2 c  + k + l } ,  the degree of Ctc+k,T is 
Iclose(T, T C  + k)l  = 2k + 6. 0 
4.1.4 Case 4: Both T and c are even 
In this case, we simply use row-major order as used in 
Section 3.1 for the first fault-tolerant mesh construc- 
tion. The proof of the following lemma is analogous 
to that of Lemma 3.1 and will not be included. 
Theorem 4.4 Let T be odd, let c be even, let S = 
{(T - 1)C/2 - 1, ( T  - 1)c/2,  ( T  - l ) c / 2  + I}, and let 
T = expand(S,  k ) .  The circulant graph CTc+k ,T  is 
( k ,  M:c)-tolerant and has degree at most 
i f k  L c - 3 ,  { ?:c: 3, otherwise. Lemma 4.7 Let S = { 1, c - 1, c} .  The tomu M+Te is 
a subgraph of the circulant graph CTc,s.  
Proof: The fact that the circulant graph C+c+k,T 
is ( k ,  M&)-tolerant follows from Theorem 2.1 and 
Lemma 4.3. The degree follows from the fact that 
gap(S, T C )  = c - 3 ,  IS1 = 3, and Lemma 3.12. 0 
Theorem 4.8 Let S = { l , c  - 1,c}  and let T = 
expand(S,  k )  . The circulant graph CTc+kk,T is  
( I C ,  Mzc)-tolerant and has degree at most 4k + 6 .  
Proof: Follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.7. 0 
Note that Theorem 4.8 does not require that T and 
Note that if the same zigzag style ordering is ap- 
plied without interleaving between successive zigzag 
rows, the degree is still 2k + 6 but the gap is much 
larger. 
4.1.3 Case 3: both T and c are odd 
Assume without loss of generality that T 5 c. The con- 
struction is based on a hybrid method combining the 
wraparound diagonal-major order (of case 1 )  with the 
zigzag-major order (similar to case 2). See Figure 3c 
for an example. 
c have any special properties. 
4.2 Eight-Connected Meshes 
An T by c eight-connected mesh, denoted M:,, is 
an T by c mesh MT,c to which connections between 
nodes which are diagonal or antidiagonal neighbors 
have been added. We will use row-major order to con- 
struct its fault-tolerant graph. The proofs are ando- 
gous to those of the previous section and are omitted. 
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Lemma 4.0 Let S = ( 1 , c  - 1,c ,c  + 1) .  The 8- 
connected mesh M t C  is a subgraph of the circulant 
Theorem 4.10 Let S = ( 1 , c  - 1,c ,c  + 1 )  and let 
T = expund(S , k ) .  The circulant graph C r c + k , ~  is 
( I C ,  M:,:)-toierant and has degree at most 4k + 8 .  Fur- 
thermore, the same carculant graph C r c + k , ~  is  also 
(k,G)-tolerant where G is any one of the following 
graphs: (i) an T X c torus, (ii) an r x c horizontally 
twisted torus, (iii) an T x c vertically twisted torus, and 
(iv) an T x c double twisted torus. 
graph G , s .  
4.3 Hexagonal Meshes 
A hexagonal mesh (H-mesh) of order c is a 6- 
connected mesh with hexagonal boundary. Each node 
is connected to 2 horizontal neighbors, 2 diagonal 
neighbors and 2 antidiagonal neighbors, if they exist. 
The order is the length of one coordinate. Chen et al. 
[7] defined the wraparound connection of H-meshes, 
termed C-type wrapping, such that they become node 
symmetric graphs. In the C-type wrapping, the right- 
most node at row i, where 0 < i < 2c- 1, is connected 
to  the leftmost node a t  row (i + c )  mod (2c - 1).  The 
same wrapping scheme is applied to two other coordi- 
nates after rotating the H-mesh. Chen et al. [7] also 
showed the isomorphism between the C-type wrap- 
ping H-meshes and a family of circulant graphs (as 
described by the lemma follows), which is useful in 
constructing the fault-tolerant graphs for H-meshes. 
In the following, we denote M," the C-type H-mesh of 
order c and N ( c )  = 3c2 - 3c + 1 the number of nodes 
in M,". 
Lemma 4.11 [7] Let S = {1,3c - 2,3c - 1 )  and let 
N ( c )  = 3c2 - 3c + 1. The wraparound heeagonal mesh 
M," is topologically equivalent to  the circulant graph 
c N ( c ) , S  
Theorem 4.12 Let S = {1 ,3c -2 ,3c - l } ,  let N ( c )  = 
3c2 - 3c + 1,  and let T = expand( S, k )  . The circulant 
graph C N ( ~ ) + ~ , T  is  ( k ,  M:)-tolerant and has degree at 
most 4k + 6 .  
Note that an H-mesh of order c without 
wraparound is also a subgraph of a (2c - 1 )  x (2c - 1 )  
8-connected mesh. However, the latter has c2 - c more 
nodes than the former. 
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